
Chapter VII

Finite Lattices

We completely characterize the finite ideals of <2) in this chapter as the set of all finite
lattices. It is not known whether all finite lattices have finite homogeneous lattice
tables, so we replace these tables with weakly homogeneous sequential lattice tables
which are possessed by all finite lattices. We extend the methods of Chap. VI, using
such tables to embed finite lattices as ideals of 9>. This embedding theorem is used to
locate decidable fragments of Th(^) ; the V2-theory of Q) is decidable, but the V3-
theory of 3) is undecidable. Results from Appendices A.2 and B.2 are used in this
chapter.

1. Weakly Homogeneous Sequential Lattice Tables

We define the tables needed to characterize the finite ideals of 3, motivating the
definition by discussing the way in which the properties specified by the tables relate
to the proofs of various lemmas in Chap. VI. Throughout this chapter, /will denote
a non-decreasing recursive function such that/(x) ^ 2 for all xeN. Recall that for
such an /, <9j = {σe^: VxeN(σ(x) </(x))}. Our forcing conditions will be /-
branching trees, i.e., trees Γ: <9/ -• ̂ , and will be referred to as trees, dropping the
word f-branching.

The key lattice theoretic fact used in Chapter VI to embed finite distributive
lattices as ideals of 3 was that all such lattices have finite homogeneous lattice
tables. Since it is unknown whether all finite lattices have finite homogeneous lattice
tables, we use a weaker type of table to embed all finite lattices as ideals of Q). All
finite lattices have countable lattice tables, so we will have to find conditions to
replace finiteness and homogeneity for the tables. Lemma VI. 1.4, which asserts that
the coding obtained from the table produces a usl homomorphism, will then have
the same proof in this new setting.

It is crucial to the proof of a computation lemma that each tree T used in the
construction have the property that for all strings σedom(Γ), Sσ = {neN:
T(σ * ή)l} is finite. This set Sσ however, must be generated from a lattice table which
will not be finite, in order to always be able to find interpolants for the greatest
lower bound preservation property. This apparent conflict is resolved by building
the table as the union of an increasing sequence of finite usl tables, with the
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interpolants needed for a given member of the union appearing in the next member
of the union. Specifically, we build a table Θ = U{<9t: ieN} such that for each
(x,βeΘi the interpolants γ0, γl9..., ym of Definition VI.3.4 appear in θi + 1. This
condition will be sufficient to give a new proof of Proposition VI.3.6 which asserts
that whenever ut A UJ = uk and there is an e-splitting mod k on T (where T is
sufficiently nice) then there is an ^-splitting mod / or an ^-splitting mody on T. Thus
for each tree T9 we will be able to build an e-splitting subtree of Γfor some i or find a
subtree Γ* c T such that for all g a T*9 Φ

9

e is not total.
The homogeneity of lattice tables is important for the construction of e-splitting

trees, but it is not known whether all finite lattices have homogeneous lattice tables.
We thus must replace homogeneity with the notion of weak homogeneity, which is a
condition requiring the existence of an interpolant yί between β0 = y0 and βx = y2

in the definition of homogeneity (VI. 3.8) and maps φt for i < 1 replacing φ with the
same properties as φ but applied to yf and yi+1 instead of β0 and βγ. As in the
preceding paragraph, the interpolant for βo,β1eΘi must appear in θi + ί.

The above strategy, combined with a more delicate construction of e-splitting
trees, enables us to construct the desired initial segments. We now present the
properties which we require of our tables.

1.1 Definition. Let if = <L, ^ , v , Λ> be a finite lattice, and let L = {ut: / ̂  n}. Let
{Θi\ ieN} be a sequence of sets of n + 1-tuples of integers. Then {Θf: ieN} is a
sequential lattice table for t£ if:

(i) VieN(Θi is a finite usl table for 5£\

(ii) VieN(θi^θi+1).

(iii) Vz, j,k ^ n(uι A UJ = uk<^\/reNVoί,βeΘr{a =kβ^

3yo,...,ymeΘr + 1(a = y0 =iyi =jy2 =i" ' =jym = β)))

Since we are working with usl tables, Lemma VI. 1.4 will hold. We restate this
lemma.

1.2 Lemma. Let Θ c Nn + 1 be a recursive usl table for the usl <L, ^ , v> where
L = {u0,..., un}. Let g: N —• N be given such that for all xeN, there is exactly one
OLX e Θ for which g{x) = α^1. For all i ^ n, define gt{x) = α '̂3. Let G = {gι: i ^ n} and
G = {Si: ι ^ n}- Then the map φ: <L, ^ , v > -> <G, ̂ , u ) defined by φ(u^) = gifor
all i ^ n is a usl homomorphism.

As mentioned previously, we will require a weak homogeneity property of our
tables.

1.3 Definition. Let {<9f: ieN} be a sequential lattice table for the lattice
if = <L, ^ , v, Λ> where L = {uo,...,un}. Then {6)t : ieN} is weakly homo-
geneous if for all re TV and ao,a1,βo,β2eΘr, if

(i) W^n(aιo=iaiί^βo=iβ2)

then there is a βγ e Θr+ x and functions φs: Θr -• Θr+ γ for s = 0,1 such that for all
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s ^ 1 and α, β e Θr, the following conditions hold:

(ii) ψs(*θ) =

(iii) V/^/iία

In Appendix B.2.9, we prove that every finite lattice has a weakly homogeneous
sequential lattice table {<9f :ieN} for which the set of pairs <α, / > e 7Vn+ * x TV such
that oceΘiis recursive, as is the function/: TV -• N where/(/) = | 0 f | for all / e TV. We
now fix a finite lattice j£? = <L, ^ , v , Λ> and such a table {Θf: ieN} for i f with
the corresponding function /, and let L = {u0,..., un}. These remain fixed
through the end of Sect. 3. We assume, without loss of generality, that for all ieN,
{αw : α e θt} = [0, /(/)).

1.4 Remark. Weakly homogeneous sequential representations were introduced by
Lerman [1971].

2. Uniform Trees

All the trees needed for the constructions of this chapter, with the exception of
e-splitting trees, are introduced in this section. Since the differences with Chap. VI.2
are slight, we leave most of the details to the reader. All trees are/-branching trees,
where/was previously defined by/(/) = |Θ f | for all ieN. We begin with the identity
tree.

2.1 Definition. The identity /-branching tree Idj : <9} -> £fs is defined by Id/(σ) = σ
for all σe Sff.

2.2 Remark. \άf is a recursive uniform tree.

Although the trees extending σ are defined in the same way as before, they do
not contain all branches of the original tree T which are compatible with σ. For
since /is nondecreasing, /-branching trees tend to have a larger number of branches
at higher levels than at lower levels. Thus extension trees must eliminate some
branches. It is exactly this property which will allow us to prove the interpolation
lemmas which will be needed.

2.3 Definition. Let Γbe a tree and let σ e &} be given. Define Ext/Γ, σ), the subtree
of Textending T(σ), by Extf(T,σ)(τ) = Γ(σ*τ) for all T G ^ .

2.4 Remark. Ext/Γ, σ) c Γand if Γis uniform then Ext/Γ, σ) c u T. Furthermore,
for all h: TV-> N, if T is recursive in h then Extj(Γ,σ) is recursive in h.

The construction of <e, /, j >-differentiating subtrees whenever u v ^ u} remains
virtually unchanged from the one given in Lemma VI.2.13. We merely replace p-
branching trees with /-branching trees. We restate the relevant lemma, leaving its
proof to the reader.
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2.5 Lemma. Let T be a uniform tree and let eeN and i, j ^ n be given. Assume that
Ui^Uj. Then there is a tree T* <^UT such that Γ* is (ejjydifferentiating.
Furthermore, for all h\ N -• N, if T is recursive in h then Γ* is recursive in h.

2.6 Definition. Let Όiί{f(T,e,i,j) be the (e,i, ^-differentiating subtree of T
defined in Lemma 2.5.

There are /-branching counterparts of other types of trees defined in earlier
chapters. We leave the constructions of such trees to the reader.

2.7-2.8 Exercises

2.7 Let Tbe a uniform /-branching tree and let e e N be given. Assume that for all
σe&f and xeN there is a T G ^ such that τ ^ σ and Φj ( τ )(x)j. Show that Γhas a
recursive uniform e-total subtree Ύotf(T, e).

2.8 Let Γbe a uniform /-branching tree and let C c N and h: N -> N be given such
that Γis recursive in h and h is recursive in C Show that Γhas a C-pointed subtree
Ptj(Γ, C) which is recursive in C.

3. Splitting Trees

The trees introduced in the last section were constructed almost exactly as were their
counterparts in Chap. VI. The splitting trees which are introduced in this section
must be constructed more carefully than were their counterparts in Chap. VI. It is
here that the failure of each <9t to be a homogeneous lattice table needs to be
overcome.

Most of the definitions of Chap. VI carry over virtually unchanged to this
section. Obvious changes need to be made, e.g., changing £fv to Sff and replacing
bounds of/? with bounds off(k) for some keN, usually k = lh(σ) for the properly
chosen σ. We leave the reformulation of these definitions to the reader.

The Computation Lemma for /branching trees is the counterpart to VI.3.3. Its
proof is left to the reader, as it is a straightforward modification of the proof of the
Computation Lemma for ^-branching trees (VI.3.3).

3.1 Computation Lemma. Let Tbea uniform tree and let eeN and i ^nbe given such
that T is an e-splitting tree for i. Let h: N -• N be given such that T is recursive in h.
Then for every branch g ofT, ifΦ9

e is total, then Φ9

e^τQi® h andg , ^ΊΦ
9

e®h, where
Qι is defined as in Lemma 1.2.

The proof that, given a sufficiently well-behaved tree Tand eeN, we can find
some / ̂  n such that T has a recursive uniform e-splitting subtree for / depended on
the GLB Interpolation Lemma. This lemma was needed to show that if u x Λ UJ = uk

and T is sufficiently well-behaved and has an e-splitting mod k, then T has an e-
splitting mod / or an e-splitting mod/ We now prove these results for/-branching
trees. It will be crucial to keep track of where the interpolants are.

3.2 GLB Interpolation Lemma. Let i, j,k ^n and σ,τ,ρe&} be given such that
Ui A Uj = uk, lh(σ) > 0, lh(τ) = lh(p), and τ =kp. Then there is a sequence
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τ = τo,τu...,τm = p such that for all p ^ m, lh(τp) = lh(τ0) and σ*τpe&}, and
τO Ξ i τ l — jτ2 =i ' ' ' =j'Cm-

f. We proceed by induction on lh(τ). The lemma is trivial for τ = 0. Assume
that the lemma holds whenever lh(τ) = s. Let /, j,k ^n and σ, τ, p e Sfs be given
satisfying the hypothesis of the lemma with lh(τ) = s + 1. Fix q, r <f(s) such that
τ = τ~ *q and p = p~ *r. By induction, there are interpolants τ~ = po»Pi> ,
pv = p~, all of length s, such that p0 =tpi =jP2 =i''' = jPv and σ*ppe&f
for all p ^v. By l.l(iii), there are q = qθ9...,qw = r such that for all p ^ w,

qP<f(s+ 1) a n ( i qo=iqi =jqi=i" ' =jqw Since lh(σ) > 0, the sequence

Po *qo, Pi*qo>- >Pυ*qo9Pυ*qi,--,Pv* aw has the desired properties. 0

We note that the condition that lh(σ) > 0 is necessary in the GLB Interpolation
Lemma. For qp need not be <f(s), so the interpolants ρt * qr need not lie in <7f.
However, since qp <f(s + 1), σ* pt*qre&f as long as lh(σ) > 0.

The GLB Interpolation Lemma is used to prove the following important
proposition. We note that its hypothesis differs from that of Proposition VI.3.6 in
that we place some restrictions on the location of the ^-splitting mod k.

3.3 Proposition. Let The a uniform tree, and let eeN, i, j,k ^ n and σ eSff be given
such that ut A U 3 = uk and lh(σ) > 0. Assume that there is an e-splitting mod k on
Extf(T,σ)= Γ*, and that

Then either T has an e-splitting mod / or T has an e-splitting mod/

Proof Let <Γ*(τ), Γ*(p)> be an e-splitting mod k on x. Without loss of generality,
we may assume that lh(τ) = lh(p). By the GLB Interpolation Lemma, we can fix a
sequence τ = ρ0, P\, . , ρm = p of strings, all of the same length, such that for all
c < m, σ*pce£?f and there is a de{i,j} for which ρc =dpc+ι. Define τ 0 = σ*po>
and assuming that c < m and τc has been defined, let τ c + 1 be the least ξ (under
some fixed recursive one-one correspondence of Sfs with N) such that
ξ Ώ. tr(σ*p c -• σ*pc+ x τc) and Φτ

e

{ξ\x){. Then there is a least c < m such that
<Γ(τc), Γ(τc + 1)><?-splitsonx. For some de{i,j},τc =dτc + ί. Since Γis uniform, we
have produced an e-splitting mod / or an e-splitting mody on T. 0

We note that we needed to have the e-splitting mod& in Proposition 3.3 lie on
Ext/(Γ,σ) for some σe&} such that lh(σ) > 0 in order to apply the GLB
Interpolation Lemma. This restriction will cause no problems in building an e-
splitting subtree of T for some / ̂  n because of the way that / is chosen.

Let Γbe a uniform tree, and let eeTV-and / < n be given so that the following
conditions hold:

(1) Vσe^V/ ^ n(uj > «,- -> 3τ,peSrf«fixtf(T,σ)(τ)9Extf(T9σ)(β)y

is an e-splitting mod./)).

(2) V σ , τ e ^ ( σ = f τ -> <Γ(σ), Γ(τ)> is not an e-splitting).

(3) V σ e ^ Vxe7V3τ c Extf(T9σ)(Φτ

e{x)l).
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Under these circumstances, we will want to build an e-splitting subtree Γ* c u Tίor i
(see VI. 3.2). The construction of such a tree proceeds level by level. At each level, we
iterate a certain basic procedure which, when completed, will guarantee that
<Γ*(σ), Γ*(τ)> is an ^-splitting for the particular σ and τ chosen with σ φ{τ.
Conditions (1) and (3) allow us to carry out this procedure, as we show in the next
lemma.

3.4 Lemma. Let The a uniform tree, andleteeNandi ^nbe given so that (1) and(3)
hold. Let σo,σιe&f and j ^ n be given such that lh(σ0) = lh(σi), &o =jβu and
Uj ̂  wf. Then there are τ o ,τi e^} such that lh(τ0) = lh(τi), σo ^ τ 0, σi ^ τί9 and
(T(τ0), T(τι)y is an e-splitting mod j .

Proof. Exactly as in Lemma VI.3.7. D

We continue the discussion preceding Lemma 3.4. Lemma 3.4 allows us to find
an e-splitting mod/, < Γ(τ0), T(τι)y which, if we were to extend the definition of Γ*
by specifying that T(τ0) c T*(σ) and Γ(τi) c Γ*(τ), would not cause outright
damage to the uniformity of Γ*. However, since the table which is being used need
not be homogeneous, we cannot always extend the definition of Γ* as above and
still preserve its uniformity. Hence it is no longer sufficient to find an e-splitting
mody; we must find such an e-splitting which can be placed on Γ* while allowing
the extension of Γ* to a uniform tree. If T satisfies (3), then we can convert our
original e-splitting into an extendible one through the use of the interpolant
provided by the weak homogeneity property of tables. The extendibility property
which is needed is presented in the following definition.

3.5 Definition. Let meN,p,q < f(m), and τ, p e Sf be given such that lh(τ) = lh(p)
and for all / ̂  n, if/? = f q then τ =tp. We say that <τ, p> is m-extendiblefor </?, q) if
there is a map ψ: [O,f(m))^{ξ:lh(ξ) = \h(τ)&Om + 1*ξe&'f} such that the
following conditions hold :

(i) φ(p) = τ and ψ(q) = p.

(ii) Mk < n Vr, t < f(m)(r =kt^ φ(r) = k ψ(t)).

3.6 Remark. Let meN,u,v <f(m) and τ 0 , τ1,τ0*ξeS^f be given such that <τ0, τχ>
is m-extendible for <w, v}. Then <τ0 * ξ, τi * ξ} is m-extendible for <w, u>. For if ^ is
the original extension map, and we define ψ*(p) = φ(p) * ξ for p </(m), then ^ *
witnesses that <τ0 * ξ, τλ * ξ> is m-extendible for <M, U>.

The next lemma is used to pass from the point in the construction of e-splitting
trees where we have found an extendible e-splitting, to the definition of Γ* on the
part of the level on which we are working.

3.7 Extension Lemma. Let meN and {σq\ q </(m)} be given such that for all
q,r < f(m), σqe&} and lh(σq) = lh(σΓ) > m, and for all k^n,ifq=kr then σq=kσr.
Let u9v </(m) and τu,τveSff be given such that lh(τu) = \h(τv) and {τu,τv} is m-
extendible for {u,v}. Then there exist {ρq:q <f(m)} such that for all q,r </(m),
ρqe#f, \h(pq) = lh(pΓ), pu = σu * τu, ρv = σv * τυ, σq c pq9 and for all k < njfq =kr
then ρq=kρr.
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Proof. Let ψ: [O,f(m))-+{ξ: \h(ξ) = lh(τM)&Om + 1 *ξeS?f} be the map whose
existence is guaranteed by Definition 3.5. Let τq = φ(q) and pq = σq*τq for all
q < f(m). Since lh(σq) > m for all q ^ /(ra), pq e Sfs for all q < f(m). The lemma now
follows from 3.5(i) and (ii). D

The remaining problem which we must solve is the problem of passing from an
e-splitting mod/ to one which is appropriately extensible. The next lemma will
allow us to carry out that step.

3.8 Extendibility Interpolation Lemma. Let meN, u,v <f(m), and τ o , τ 2 e ^ be
given such that lh(τ0) = lh(τ2) and for allk ^ njfu = kv then τ0 = kτ2. Then there is a
τγ such that Om+1*τ1e&}, lh(τi) = lh(τ0) and for each j *ξ 1, <τ, , τj+ι} is m-
extendίble for (u,v}.

Proof We identify p<f(m) with the unique (xeΘm such that oc[n] = p. Since
{Θk\keN} is weakly homogeneous, for each x < lh(τ0) there is a TI(Λ:) <

f(m + 1 + JC) and maps ψStX: Θm -• Θm + 1+X for s < 1 such that for all s < 1 and
p,q<f(m), φs,x(u) = τs(x), ψs,x(v) = τs+ί(x)9 and for all k ^ n, if p =kq then
ψs,x(p) ΞΞkψsx(q). τi is now seen to have the desired properties. 0

We can now convert arbitrary e-splittings mody' to ̂ -splittings mody which can
be used to build uniform trees.

3.9 Lemma. Let T be a uniform tree for which (3) holds. Let σe&}, meN and
u,v <f(m) be given such that lh(σ) = m. Let j^n be chosen so that Uj =
V {uk:u = k v}. Assume that there is an e-splitting < T*(τ0), Γ*(τ2)) vnodj on x, where
Γ* = Exty(Γ, σ * u). Then there is an e-splitting < T(σ * u * ξ\ T(σ * v * ̂ )> mody on x
such that (ζ,η) is m-extendible for (u,v}.

Proof. The proof can be followed in Fig. 3.1. By the Extendibility Interpolation
Lemma, we can find τi such that 0 m + x * τi e£/f9 lh(τi) = lh(τ0), and for all s < 1,
<τ s ,τ s + i> is m-extendible for {u,v}. Since lh(σ*w) = ra+l and σ*ueSff,
σ * u * Ti e 5^. Since (3) holds for Γ, there is a (5 G ̂  such that Φj(σ*u*τι*δ)(x)l. Hence
for some s ^ 1 which we now fix, <Γ(σ*u*τ s *δ) , Γ(σ* w * τ s + 1 *(3)> is

λ

δ

τ s + i

L

λ

δ

V

λ

δ

Fig. 3.1
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an e-splitting modj on x. Again since (3) holds for Γ, there is a λ e £ff such that

φτ(σ*v*τs + ί*δ*λ)^^ Hence either <Γ(σ* w*τs*(5 *A), Γ(σ*i;*τ s + 1 *<5*λ)> or
<Γ(σ * u * τ s +! * δ * A), Γ(σ * i; * τs + x * <5 * λ)} is an e-splitting mod j on x, and by
Remark 3.6, both <τ s*(5* A, τ s + 1 *δ * A> and < τ s + 1 *<5*Λ, τ s + 1 *d*/l> are ra-
extendible for {u,v}. Hence the lemma will be satisfied for some choice of
ξ e {τs * δ * λ, τs+1 * δ * λ} and η = τ s + x * δ * A. D

We now have all the pieces needed to construct an ^-splitting subtree for /. We
construct such subtrees of uniform trees.

3.10 Lemma. Let The a uniform tree, and let eeN and i ^ n be given so that (l)-(3)
hold. Then there is a tree T* ^UT which is e-splitting for i. Furthermore, for all
h: N -> TV, if T is recursive in h then T* is recursive in h.

Proof We proceed by induction on the levels of T*. At stage s of the induction, we

define Γ*(σ) for all σe&f such that lh(σ) = s. We begin, at stage 0, by setting

Γ*(0) = 7X0).
Stages^ 1. Let {(ηm,qm,rm): m < m0} list all <η,q,ryeS?fis) x [0,/(>))2 such that
lh(^) = ^ and qψj. For m < m0, let ξme6^f(s) be the string such that
T(ξm) = T*(ηm). We perform a subinduction on {m: m ^ ra0}, defining, at step m, a
sequence {pj1 :j < f(s)} such that 0 s + x * p™ e <9f{s) for ally < f(s) and which satisfies:

(4) 7()

(5) y/</W(m>0->p7^p;-1).

(6) Vq,r<f(s)Vk ^ n(q =kr^p™ =kp?).

(7) m > 0 - (T(ξm.! * p»m_ i ), Γ(£m_ x * pr"m_ χ)> is an e-splitting.

We begin, for m = 0, setting p7

0 =y for ally </(V).

Substage m + 1. Let wfcm be the greatest element of L such that #m =kγnrm. Such a
/ίm must exist, as is seen immediately from the Least Upper Bound Property for usl
tables (Definition VI.1.2(iv)). By (1), there is an e-splitting mod km on
Extf(T,p™J c Extf(T, ξm * qm). Hence by Lemma 3.9, there are τqm, τrrn such that
0 s + i * τ , w , 0 s + 1 *τrmG,9},τ,m Ξ> p"m,τΓ m 2 p™m,and<7Xfm*τβJ, 7Xξm τΓ m)>isan«-
splitting mod A:m for which <τ ί m, τΓw> is ^-extendible for (qm, rm}. By (4) and (6), the
hypotheses for the Extension Lemma are satisfied, so the Extension Lemma
produces {pj + 1 : j <f(s)} satisfying (4)-(6) with m + 1 in place of m. Since
p™+1 = Zqrn and p^w

+ x = τ r m, (7) is also satisfied.

Once the subinduction is completed, we define T*(η * q) = T(ξ * p™°) for all
ηe^f such that lhfa) = J and all ^ </(j), where ξ is defined by Γ(£) = T*(η).

Since the subinduction satisfies (4)-(6) and by the definition of Γ*, we note that
T* is a uniform tree. Since the subinduction satisfies (5) and (7), Γ* is an e-splitting
tree for i. (Note that this is the only place where (2) is used.) Furthermore, if T is
recursive in Λ, then the construction of 71* can be carried out recursively in h. D

3.11 Definition. Let T be a uniform tree and let eeN and / ̂  n be given so that
(l)-(3) are satisfied. Then Lemma 3.10 constructs T* ^UT such that Γ* is an e-
splitting tree for /. We give that tree Γ* a name, Spf(T,e, /).
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The final result of this section shows that if T is a uniform tree which satisfies (3)
and e e N, then there is some / ̂  n such that T has an ^-splitting subtree for /.

3.12 Lemma. Let The a uniform tree for which (3) holds, and let eeN be given. Then
there is an i ^ n and a tree T* c=u T such that 7"* is e-split ting for i. Furthermore, for
all h: N-+N, if T is recursive in h then Γ* is recursive in h.

Proof. For each σe&f, let Wσ = {ukeL: there are no ^-splittings mod k on
Extf(T,σ)}. Note that if σ c τ t h e n ^ σ c <%τ. Since L is finite, we can fix σe <9} such
that ^ σ =

 ύlίτ for all τ 2 σ. Let wf = Λ Φ σ . By Proposition 3.3, ut e fyσ, hence (1) and
(2) hold for Extf(T,σ). Hence by Lemma 3.10, Spf(Extf(T,σ),e,i) is the desired
tree. 0

3.13 Remark. The results of this section are due to Lerman [1971].

4. Finite Ideals of Q)

We will now characterize the finite ideals of 3f. This characterization will be used to
locate natural decidable and undecidable classes of sentences of Th(^).

The development of trees used to force certain requirements in this chapter
parallels the development of similar trees in Chap. VI; we replaced the/?-branching
trees of Chap. VI with/-branching trees, and proved counterparts of all the lemmas
used in the proof of Theorem VI.4.2. Thus a proof similar to that given in Chap. VI
will produce the following result.

4.1 Theorem. Let $£ be a finite lattice. Then $£ CL>*$).

Theorem 4.1 allows us to characterize the finite ideals of 3). For an ideal of Q)
must be a usl with least element, and since every finite usl with least element is a
lattice (the greatest lower bound of two elements is defined to be the least upper
bound of all elements of the usl which are less that or equal to both of the given
elements), all finite ideals of 3) are finite lattices. We thus conclude from Theorem
4.1 that:

4.2 Corollary. The class of isomorphism types of finite ideals of 3 is the class of all
finite lattices.

= <P, ̂  > be any finite poset, and let ̂ * = </**, ^ > be a poset extending
3P such that P * = P U {d} where d > p for all/7 e P. If ̂  is an initial segment of a usl,
then ^ * is a usl. Hence the finite initial segments oΐ3 are characterized as follows:

4.3 Corollary. The class of isomorphism types of finite posets which are initial
segments of 3) is exactly the class of posets which are initial segments of finite lattices.

Other trees can be mixed into the construction of initial segments described in
this chapter, thus producing initial segments of 3) of a given finite isomorphism type
which possess various other properties. Some such properties are discussed in the
exercises, as are relativizations of Theorem 4.1.
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We now use Theorem 4.1 to identify decidable and undecidable classes of
sentences of Th(^). We begin with a decidability result.

4.4 Theorem. The \/2-theory of 2 is decidable.

Proof. Let i? be the language of the predicate calculus with one binary symbol, ^ .
A specification is a conjunction of atomic formulas and negations of atomic
formulas in this language. Let φ(z0,..., zk) be a specification. Set Sψ = {a0, ...,ak}
and define a binary relation ^ on Sφ by at ^ aj if zf ^ z, is a conjunct of φ, and
αt ^ cij if Zi ̂  Zj is a conjunct of i/f. The specification φ is said to be consistent if there
is a poset <S^, ̂  *> such that the structure (Sψ, ^ > is embeddable into <S^, ̂  *>,
i.e., for all a0,aγ eSψ, if a0 ^ ax then 0O ^ * aι and if a0 ^ ^ then α 0 ̂ * aγ. A
consistent specification is called a partial diagram. The specification i/r is said to be
complete if for all ao,aιeSψ, either a0 ^ ax or α0 ̂  α^ A consistent complete
specification is called a diagram. The diagram φ is said to be a ws/ diagram if every
pair of elements of S^ has a least upper bound. The usl diagram φ(z0,..., zk) is said
to be generated by the diagram 0(z o , . . . , zr) if r < fc, <SΘ, ̂  > is embeddable into
(Sψ, ^ >, and for all ieN such that r < i < k there is a subset / c [0, r] such that
αt = V {cij'.jel} where the V operation is defined in the usl (Sψ, ^ > .

The following facts are easily verified.

(1) Given variables z0, . . . ,z n , we can uniformly and effectively list all
diagrams whose variables are contained in {z0,... ,zπ}.

(2) Given a diagram ψ(z0,..., zπ), we can uniformly and effectively list all usl
diagrams 0(z o , . . . , zn + k) which are generated by φ. (Each such usl diagram
is a subusl of the free usl with n + 1 generators.)

(3) Given a partial diagram φ(z0,..., zn), we can uniformly and effectively list
all diagrams 0(z o,... ,zπ) which extend I/Λ

Fix an V2-sentence σ = Vx3y(ξ(x,y)) of i f where x = <xo? 5 ^ > and
ί = Ooί jJVm)- Let {φi'.i^r} be a list of all diagrams in variables among
{x0, ...,xn}. Then σ is true if and only if the following sentence is true:

r

Λ(V*3j#«(*)-£(*. J0))
ί = O

Hence by (1), it suffices to decide the truth of sentences of the form
Vx3y(φ(x) -> ξ(x,y)) where φ — φt for some / < r. Fix such a sentence, σi.

Let {θι: i ^ }̂ be a list of all usl diagrams which are generated by φ, and let 0f be
such a diagram whose variables lie in the set {x0, ...,xn,z0,...,zk}. Then σγ is true
if and only if the following sentence is true:

where z = <z 0 , . . . , zk>. Hence by (2), is suffices to decide the truth of all sentences
of the form ^x \/z 3y(θ(x, z) -• ξ(Jc, j;)) where 0 = 0f for some / ̂  5. Fix such a
sentence, σ2.
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Write ξ(x,y) in disjunctive normal form. Then

ι = O

where each ξt is a specification. Since we can uniformly and effectively decide, given
ξh whether or not ξ{ is consistent, we may assume without loss of generality that
each ξi is consistent. Let {ηt: / ̂  «} be a list of all diagrams in the variables
{x0, ...,xn9y0,...,ym,z0,..., zk} which extend ξt for some i ^ u. Then σ 2 is true if

and only if the following sentence is true:

VxVz 3y(θ(x9z) - V nfa y,z))\
ί = 0

Hence by (3) and (1), it suffices to decide the truth over 3) of all sentences of the form

where θ is a usl diagram and each ηt is a diagram extending θ. Fix such a
sentence, σ*.

We now digress to consider a related question. Suppose that we are given finite
posets & = <P, ^ P > C <M, ^ M > = «Jf and an isomorphic copy ^ of ̂  which is a
subposet of ̂ , and suppose that ^ P defines usl structure on P. We ask when it is
possible to extend 3~ to Ί ^ = <V, ̂ v} ^ S> so that the following diagram
commutes:

Fig. 4.1

Since every usl can be extended to a usl with least element by adjoining such a
least element if it is not present, it follows from Theorem 4.1 that the following
condition is necessary:

(4) VαeM - PVbeP(a

Since 3P has usl structure, the following condition is also necessary:

(5) \fmeM\/p,qeP(p

By Theorem II.4.11, conditions (4) and (5) are also sufficient conditions for the
existence of V such that Fig. 4.1 commutes.

We now conclude that the sentence σ* is true if and only if there is an / < u such
that (4) and (5) hold for the diagram θ replacing 0> and the diagram ηt replacing
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When we pass from the V2-theory of 2f to the V3-theory of 0 , we pass from
decidability to undecidability. This fact is a corollary of the following result which is
proved in Appendix A.2.9.

4.5 Theorem. The 32-theory of finite lattices in the language of the predicate calculus
with just one binary relation symbol is strongly undecidable. {A set Σ of sentences is
strongly undecidable if there is no recursive set R of sentences such that
VΓ\ Σ <Ξ R cz Σ, where Vis the set of all logically valid sentences, a non-recursive set.)

4.6 Corollary. The V'̂ -theory of Q) is undecidable.

Proof. Let σ be an 32 sentence in the language of the predicate calculus with just one
binary relation symbol, ^ , adjoined. Let φ(x) be the formula which asserts that the
elements ^ x form a lattice, and let σγ be the formula which restricts all variables
appearing in σ to elements ^ x. Let θσ be the sentence

Let Σ be the set of all 3 2 sentences of our language which are true for all finite
lattices, and let R = {σ: θσ is true in 9}. By Theorem 4.1, V Π Σ ^ R c Σ, so R is not
recursive. Hence the set of sentences {θσ: σ is an 32 sentence of our language} is a
recursive class of V3 sentences of our language whose truth in Q} is not uniformly
decidable. 0

4.7 Remarks. Theorem 4.1, Corollary 4.2 and Corollary 4.3 were proved by Lerman
[1971]. Theorem 4.4 is due independently to Shore [1978] and Lerman. Corollary
4.6 was proved by Schmerl.

4.8-4.17 Exercises

4.8 Let a e D be given, and let if be a finite lattice. Show that if d>* 0[a , oo).

4.9 Let i f be a finite lattice. Show that there is an isomorphism φ: ££ cz>* Q) such
that for all aeL,φ(a){2) = 0 ( 2 ) and φ(a)φGL,.

4.10 Let if be a finite lattice. Show that there are 2*° distinct embeddings
if c^*^.

4.11 Let if be a finite lattice, and let d e D be given. Show that there is an if-cover
a of 0 such that a ( 2 ) = a u 0 ( 2 ) = d u 0 ( 2 ).

4.12 Let i f be a finite lattice and let c e D be given. Show that there is an if-cover a
of c such that a ( 2 ) = c ( 2 ) and

4.13 Let if be a finite lattice and let d e D be given. Show that d has 2X° distinct
if-covers.

4.14 Let if be a finite lattice, and let c ,deD be given. Show that there is an
if-cover a of c such that a ( 2 ) = a u c ( 2 ) = d u c ( 2 ) .

4.15 Let άeD be given. Show that V2 ΠTh(0[d, oo)) is decidable but that
V3 Π Th(0[d, αo)) is undecidable.
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4.16 Let i f be a finite lattice, and let I be a countable ideal of 3). Show that I has
2X o distinct if-covers.

4.17 Let I be a countable ideal of®. Show that V2 Π Th(®[I, oo)) is decidable, but
that V3 Π Th(® [I, oo)) is undecidable.




